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Saveer Europe Laboratory Furniture

Modular Laboratory
Furniture Solutions

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Saveer is a leading company specialized in the design,
manufacturing, and installation of high quality laboratory
furniture and other internal products. We are in market for
last 3 decades and have been associated with National and
International research labs for various products designed,
manufactured and customization by the company.

We use the world's best raw materials, accessories and
fittings, clients can find variety of products and the optimum
solution for their projects. We develop and test various
products for number of parameters before offering to the
customers. Our inhouse R&D unit is recognized by DSIR,
Govt. of India.

Saveer is ISO 9001, 14001 & 18001 compliant company and
Quality Management System is always in the focus in every
process to ensure top quality product and customer
satisfaction.

Saveer offers assured services to insure top quality and
customers' satisfaction. These services are:
1. Layout designs
2. Customize products
3. Budgeting & Estimation
4. Installation
5. After installation maintenance
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SAVEER EUROPE LABORATORY FURNITURE
Saveer provides excellent lab furniture, research laboratories, working benches
for state of the art modular laboratory. We are a team of experienced
biotechnologists, engineers & marketing persons, providing world's best working
laboratory conditions.
Saveer Lab furniture is designed and manufactured to offer unmatched
commitment to quality and logical choice in customization such as style, color,
with wood or steel cabinets or even a combination of both, requirement,
convenience durability & versatility along with economic consideration which is
best more than just talk.
Saveer lab products find prominent place in the companies associated with
research and development in the Biotech Laboratories, Chemical Industries,
Health Care & Hospitals, Soil Science Laboratory, Pharmaceutical Industry
and Universities & Colleges, Lab. Renovation etc.
To shorten the design and procurement process and eliminate extra expenses,
consider inviting Saveer as a product/design consultant early in the initial
planning process. We focus our efforts on proposing designs and products that
meet your needs and closely correlate with financial availability .
Laboratory Instruments table

Hospital Laboratory System

Laboratory Worktop

Laboratory Renovation
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LABORATORY TABLES & CABINETS
1) Ultimate in durability 2) Flexibility 3) Performance.
Features:
ü Table and storage cabinets, working space, customized with multiple
racks, wheels and wash basin.
ü Supports heavy weight and combine stability beauty and ease of
dismantling when necessary.
ü Equipped with versatile selection of surface materials to meet any
application.
ü The shutter of the module in working table has specially designed
imported hinges and locking facility.
ü The drawer runs smoothly on rolling guides.
ü Knee Space has been provided between the two modules and also a
adjoin cover panel which encloses the leg space under the table

MODULAR`S LABORATORY FURNITURE
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LABORATORY FURNITURE

Saveer Europe Laboratory furniture
Saveer Europe Laboratory furniture can be supplied either with wood or
steel cabinets or even a combination of both. C-frame furniture gives you
versatility to combine and function and create the laboratory of your
dreams.
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LABORATORY FURNITURE

Suspended Cabinets

Saveer - frame

Suspended cabinets mount directly on walls or
support structures, optimizing the use of space
are enchanced by 2mm PVC edging in either
grey or black. Flush Saveer door handle add a
touch of class to your laboratory.

Saveer main support frames are made of 50mm
epoxy powder coated extruded Saveer octagonal
tubes and connectors. Cabinet frames are made of
16mm square tubes with connectors. They can
support heavy weight and combine stability,
beauty and ease of dismantling, when necessary.

Reagent Shelves
The reagent shelves are supported by the Saveer
frames and the 12mm thick glass shelves.
Electrical sockets. gas and plumbing fixtures,
pipes hidden from view.
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RESISTANCE WORKTOPS
Being one of the most important part of laboratory furniture, Saveer offers a
variety of worktops to best suit the laboratory depending on its type and usage:
Therefore, we choose the worktop that will meet our clients' needs. We choose
worktops for their durability and functionality for each type of furniture we
design and build.

ü Table tops are available in different colors like light black, grey,
light green, rust and deep black.

ü

Comprises of different properties as per need of the lab, resistant to acids &

alkali chemicals and to varying temperatures and anti germs.

Close view of the worktops

Technical Data-Chemical Properties of Table Top
Acids

1. Sulfuric Acid
2. Sulfuric Acid
3. Sulfuric Acid
4. Nitric Acid
5 Nitric Acid
6. Nitric Acid
7. Acetic Acid
8. Chromic Acid
9. Formic Acid
10 Hydrochloric Acid

Minimal spot

98%
70%
20%
70%
30%
10%
99%
60%
99%
37%

X
X

Alkalis

No Effect

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ammonium Hydroxide
Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium Hydroxide

Minimal spot

28%
40%
10%

No Effect

X
X
X
X

Solvents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Alcohol Methl
Alcohol Ethyl
Benzene
Acetone
Acetate Amyl
Acetate Ethyl
Cresol
Toluene

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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OTHER LABORATORY FURNITURES
We have all the furniture solutions for different Laboratories with
different accessories.

Mobile Table
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The windows matrix is the embodiment of scientist`s
preciseness and originality.

The Colour of the wall, floor, ceiling and laboratory
furniture is harmonious and artistic.

Instrument Bench

The glass partition
sample storage room

The partition laboratory
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HOSPITALS, INSTITUTE - LABS
The equipment found in such facilities will differ according to the type of
work to be done in the laboratory. Typical equipment includes microscopes,
hotplate stirrers, mixers, balances, centrifuges and sterilizers. instruments
include atomic absorption Spectrophotometers, liquid and gas
chromatography systems. Handling of biohazards are commonin such
laboratories.

A hospital laboratory provides the facilities for the
hospital tocarry out routine tests required for patient
care. There are usually biological hazards that need to
be disposed after appropriate decontamination.

CHEMISTRY LABORATORY SYSTEM
A chemistry laboratory in university is
Commonly designed
And constructed to provide a safe and
Efficient workplace
For various chemical experiments
Associating with analysis,
Inorganic or water, ventilation, power system.
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ANTI VIBRATION TABLE
For efficient Instrument usage with respect to the accuracy of reading which can be
effected by vibration e.g. galvanometer, sensitive weighing balances etc.
Features:
ü Table is heavily weighted pre-fabricated system which is mounted on rubber

to dampen the minutest vibration.
ü Drawers are provided for the convenience of the user for storing weights,

accessories etc.
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LABORATORY STORAGE CABINETS

vertical Drums Storage Cabinets

The storage cabinet such as Storage Shelves, Mobile Cabinets, Wall Cabinets
and Interlocking Storage Cabinets is ideal to further maximize lab space & to
store toxic, non toxic, corrosive & pharmaceutical laboratory solvents, reagents
& chemicals inside the laboratories.
Features:
ü

Doors are provided with toughened/ Safety glass.

ü

Exhaust port on top is provided to allow number of cabinets to be
connected to a common blower in cluster, Size & can be customized as per
requirement.
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SL-009512-00808

SL-009512-00809

SL-009512-00810

Pharmaceutical Cabinet Reagent Cabinet

SL-009512-00811

Stainless steel layer with various size of
aperture, make it easy to put the
glassware, the layer with sliding rail.
Smoothly

Pull-out drawers optimize the space
required to store large numbers of bottles.

Cylinder Cabinet

SL-009512-00812

SL-009512-00813
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LAB SEATING
ü

Saveer provide laboratory seating ergonomically designed for outstanding
comfort, body support and correct seating posture leading to increased
work productivity.

ü

Chair can be configured according to laboratory environment allowing
altering chair height.

ü

Utility stools with or without back & with or without alteration facility.
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WALL CUPBOARD
Wall cupboard are hung using to suspension fittings. Fittings are adjustable in three dimensions.
Adjustable shelves are supported on galvanized steel pipe.
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FITTINGS & TABLE ACCESSORIES
Fittings will be customizing as standard.
Single outlet

- Cold water fitting

Double outlet

- Water mixer fitting
- Gas fitting
- Distilled water fitting.
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SL-009512-00822

SL-009512-00823

1. Gas fittings
ü With single or multiple outlet
EMERGENCY SHOWER & EYE WASH
Wall mounted body shower with self draining head combined with eye shower and stainless
steel bowl, customize as standard. Parts made of best quality brass, polypropylene chloroprene
and stainless steel.
Eye Washer
ü Eye washer With single or
double outlet
ü Emergency shower with
attached eye washer
ü Eye washer with single outlet

Eye wash double

Eye wash single
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SL-009512-00819

Emergency shower
& eye wash
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SL-009512-00820

Lab sink

SL-009512-00821

Single water faucets

Depending on the worktop, Saveer select the appropriate sink for
the best solution.
Lab centers with sink
Attached wash basin along with different styles of water faucets, hot
& cold faucets to compliment our lab tables.
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SL-009512-00814

Double water faucets

Hot & Cold faucets
9
SL-009512-00815

11
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SL-009512-00817

SL-009512-00818

10
SL-009512-00816
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LABORATORY ACCESSORIES
Light
2X40W flourescent tubes are
encased with a vapourproof of casing.

Baffle
The baffle is a 1mm thick epoxy
coated stainless Steel sheet to
enhances resistance to acids and
alkalis.

Sash Opening
Directs air into the hood
with minimal turbulence
and ensures fume containment.

Sink and worktop
Epoxy 15mm thick black epoxy
work top provides resistance to
acids, alkalis, heat and aasio.
Sink provides superior
resistance to acids and alkalis.
Service panels
Service panels are easily
removable for access to utility
lines, water, gas and other
fixtures are remotely controlled.
a face velocity display unit with
alarm system will protect the
user.
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P1168 Fume Hood
W`D`H(mm)
Size: 1200*800*2350

1500*800*2350
1800*800*2350
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Glass Sash
Vertically-rising
horizontal glass sash
protects the operation
while providing excellent
visibility. The 6mm thick
tempered
safety glass sash slides
smoothly and is able to
stop at any position.
Louvered linked panel
provides adequate bypass
when sash is
totally closed.
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Note
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